I won an award for most improved in her class. When I won that award I was so proud of myself because I knew I could do it. The award made me a better person. After that I did my work and paid attention in every class. My grades were looking right, my attitude had changed and it was just a new me.

Later, I had trouble with science. The new science teacher told me to give her a chance and I did. Now, I have a good grade and actually think I like science.

I didn't want to be a person who failed, didn't complete work or misbehave. I learned my lesson by failing, making mistakes and embarrassment. With the inspiration of my teachers here at Lift For Life, I became a changed person.

My teachers have helped to make me a stronger person

By Tamia White, a senior at LFLA

I have been going to Lift For Life since the 6th grade and I have realized that I have made a change. With the help of my teachers, they have made me a stronger person and who I am today.

I used to act out in class, not do my homework and get suspended a lot. But there was a turning point. I had to realize that I could and would do better. So I had to change and get on the right track.

The teachers, staff and students at Lift For Life believe, “Failure is not an option.” So I had to try something different. As I started to focus, I noticed that I was getting better and better. There was one class that I thought I would never pass. But the teacher saw the potential in me and

In November 2013, the independent auditing firm, Hochschild, Bloom & Company LLP, submitted the audit for Lift For Life Academy for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2013. The audit was conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards. No material weaknesses or significant deficiencies were identified.

The complete FY 2012-13 Audit is available for review at Liftforlifeacademy.org/annual-report/.

Of particular note: 94 cents of every dollar is spent on programs and services for students.
Community support makes a difference

The generosity of local foundations, corporations and community organizations enable Lift For Life Academy to lift incoming students from severe underachievement to grade level proficiencies through intensive classroom engagement, tutoring and support so they graduate prepared for the future. We know it’s working as 97% of our 2013 seniors graduated.

The following are just a few examples of how our community is making a difference in the lives of Lift For Life Academy students.

Funds to provide the full continuum of extra services and support necessary for an education that meets the needs of students with significant disadvantages and high potential for dropping out of school were made possible by Lee H. Cruse Trust, Florence Heiman Charitable Foundation, Pott Foundation, Guth Foundation Charitable Trust, Wischmeyer Family Charitable Trust, Melvin & Adele Roman Foundation, Sanford and Gloria Spitzer Family Foundation, Catherine Manley Gaylord Foundation and American Eagle Credit Union.

St. Louis Philanthropic Organization’s generous grant enabled 40 students to earn college credit while still in High School. Sign of the Arrow’s wonderful gift purchased supplies for our math department. (Thank you Linda Sher for sponsoring our request.) A much-needed walk-in cooler is being made possible by the John Allan Love Charitable Foundation and Regional Business Council’s Small Change-Big Impact grants. A grant from Nestlé Purina Trust Fund will support the Academy’s Remedial Literacy Program, Literacy Connection.

Gifts from St. Louis Sports Hall Of Fame, Parkway North High School and St. Louis District Tennis Association will allow Lift For Life Academy to have boys and girls soccer and competitive tennis teams. The generosity of Mark Mestemacher will enable the wrestling team to continue.

Students at Parkway North High School sold tickets, held a raffle and raised $1,321 at the Nov. 22 St. Louis Ambush soccer game at St. Charles Family Arena. It was a tremendous effort to help start a new soccer team for our girls.

A big thank you goes out to Stealth Soccer for donating team uniforms as well as Ambush Account Executive Lance Lahey, PNHS soccer coaches Wendy Freebersyer, Jeff Church, Jessica Wheeler and Patrick Troy.

Girls soccer practice will begin in March and games will be played in April.

We are extraordinarily grateful for this support and for helping give Academy students a brighter future.

The recent check presentation to LFLA from Sign of the Arrow included Holly Thomas, President of Sign of the Arrow, Jennifer Bush, LFLA Development Manager, and Linda Sher, LFLA’s Pi Beta Phi sponsor.

St. Louis Sports Hall Of Fame
From left to right: Myron Holtzman, Marshall Cohen, Greg Marecek, Tim Moore and Charles Schneider.

Student athletes from LFLA and Parkway North High School spend some time with Bushwhacker, the mascot of the St. Louis Ambush indoor soccer team.
Kids helping kids

Students hold drives for school and sports supplies for LFLA

(left) Andy and Caleb Pultman deliver school supplies that Caleb collected.

(right) Sam Spirn with some of our students and the sports equipment he donated.

We want to thank Caleb Pultman and Sam Spirn for taking the time to collect and deliver school supplies and sports equipment for our students to use.

This is the second year Caleb, a freshman at Mary Institute and St. Louis Country Day School, has successfully completed this project. Previously, he collected school supplies for LFLA as his Bar Mitzvah project. The good news is he plans on spearheading another school supply drive this summer.

Sam also chose LFLA as his Bar Mitzvah project. The baseball equipment, tennis shoes and racquets, soccer balls, golf clubs and skates he collected will help our students compete athletically.

Sam is a student at Ladue Middle School.

Thank you, Caleb and Sam, for your hard work and generous donations!
Leave a Legacy!

You can help assure that Lift For Life Academy receives the resources to educate St. Louis city students for years to come by remembering us in your will or making the Academy the beneficiary of a life insurance policy. Learn more by calling us at 314-588-0007.

**$500 to $999**

**Foundations and Corporations**

Glik's
Hochschuld, Bloom & Co LLP
Kiwanis Club Hampton-Midtown
Llywelyn’s Pub LLC
Target Corporation
Wolff & Taylor P.C.

**Individuals**

Sanford and Cynthia Boxerman
Ellene Breinin
Susie Charak and Norb Holt
Marshall Cohen and Carla Scissors-Cohen
Dennis Cope
John and Yvette Dubinsky
Dennis and Trish Dunphy
Richard and Lynn Hill
Mary Jo and Jerry Liberstein
Alison and James Owens
Milford and Nancy Peabody
William and Julie Shearbren
Debby Siegel
Al and Ruth Siteman
Alan W. Solomon
Michelle and Daniel Spirm
Nancy Van Dillen
Richard and Josephine Weil
Steve R. Wilhelm

**$100 to $499**

**Foundations and Corporations**

AmPurity Distributors, LLC
Bank of America Foundation
Dave Simon’s Rock School
Green BEAN Delivery
NextGen Information Services, Inc
St. Louis Auto & Truck Repair
True Home Value

**Individuals**

Cathy Beck
Bob and Betty Bess
Jeffrey and Karen Bland
Bruce and Suzann Bowser
Bob and Pat Browning
Cathleen Burke and Vince Russo
Jennifer Bush
John and Kathleen Butler
Cathy and Bob Carney
Kit Carter-Weilge
June Cohen
Harold and Renee Denlow
Beverly Einstein
George Eeverding and Maureen O’Day
Lynne and Michael Flowers
Ted and Diane Flowers
Susan and Thomas Ford
Rita Freed
Chuck and Karen Friedman
Burt and Amy Garland
Solon and Bettie Gershman
Debra M. Burtis Harris
Rohyn Helferstay
Jacques and Nancy Herzog
Thomas and Karleen Hoerr
Maya Kefalov
Susan Kelter
Tom and Mona Kohn
Helen Kornblum
James and Pam Krekeler
Robert Lehman
Charles and Rosalyn Lowenhaupt
Marylen Mann and Frank Jacobs
Daniel and Christine Mattson
Mary McCabe
Boyd and Janet McCracken
James and Elizabeth McDonnell
Cathleen McGrath
John Moellering and Polly Burtelow
Linda Morgan
Robert and Ellen Murray
Edward and Dianne Murray
Ronald and Jerrilee Oldani
Joe Owens
Jackie and Steve Parker
William and Janet Raisch
Margaret Robertie
Peggy Ross
Dave and Keri Simon
Debbie Champion Snyder and Jeff Snyder
Mark and Nancy Sophir
Dorothy Stein
Evelyn Tischler
Sharon and Eric Tolnai
Robert and Seva Twin
Harvey N. Wallace and Madeleine J. Elkins
John K. Wallace, Jr. and Ellen Wallace
Betty and Scott Walton
Lynda Walton
Bob and Barb Wanzel
Steven Weintraub
Mariln Werner
Steve and Linda Wielansky
Peter and Linda Wilson
Chancellor Mark Wrighton and Lisa Zwerling
Roger Young and Deborah Wenkert
Ivo and Jitka Zvolanek

**Up to $99**

**Foundations and Corporations**

AudioTherapy
The Sant Foundation

**Individuals**

Cheryl Adelstein and Dan Davison
Ted and Melanie Ahrens
Marvin Allen
Anonymous
Jesse and Debra Barash
June Bierman
Charles Bishop
Jo Anne Boone
Bernard and Nancy Bornstein
Jay and Catherine Boulanger
Alicia Brand
John and Glenna Breen
Donna Bryant
Richard Callow
Bryan and Elissa Clair
Allison Beth Cohen
Shirley Cohen
Douglas and Allison Collinger
Tiffany Crawford
Tom and Kathleen Dewoskin
Jane Ducker
Jon Erblich and Jane Friedrich
Lauren Feiglin
Lois Frank
Don and Sally Friedman
Leonard and Roslyn Glaser
Renee Goldman
Steve Goldstein and Laura Staley
Rosemary Cohen Goldstein
Lisa Greening and Sam Blumoff
Barry Hamilton
Brian Hamilton
Cris and Heidi Hehner
Jennie Holtz
Sheila Hunsicker
Janet Jezick
Linda Kortler
Jane Krasnoff
Marsha Kunin
Mebbie Landsness
Buddy and Hadasah Lehman
David and Janet LeMay
Joe and Pat Linzenich
Marilyn Lipman
Jackie and Martin Lipsitz
Harry and Eleanor Loebner
Lawanda Lomax
Lucia Luar
Sarah McBride
Kellen McManus
Ronald and Paula Meyer
Mary Miofsky
Richard and Cynthia Muth
Amy and Rick Neeter
Edwin Nelson
Thomas Nelson, Jr. and Merrill Nelson
Dr. Katrice Noble and Sean Noble
Chandra Palmer
Shannon Parker
David and Beth Purcell
Frank Quinn
Phil and Nina Radman
Dr. Diane Rankin-Miller
Jay Reiter
Dr. Cathie Remus and Jeff Remus
Charles Rice
Ken and Jane Rubin
Stephen Rusnack
Howard Sacks and Tanis Knelson
Jeanne Savel
Carrie Schade
Miriam Schonfeld
Arnie and Thelma Schrier
Avery Seidel and Bev Friedman
Peter and Cecilia Sepp
Audrey Shanfeld
David and Sharon Shearman
Marilyn and James Simpson
Chris Sommers
Daniel and Carol Stephens
David Swimmer
Zipporah Sykes
Sylvia Tessler
Donna Turpin
Jerry and Linda Vesper
Elizabeth and Craig Wagner
John Waldron
Alan and Susan Witte
Bob and Elizabeth Wood
Nancy Wunderlich
Matt Wyzalkowski
Andrea Zieiter

**NOTE:** We apologize for any mistakes or omissions. If you made a donation during the time period and your name is not listed, or if the information is incorrect, please contact the Development Office at 314-588-0007.
Are You a Federal Employee?
For all federal employees participating in the Combined Federal Campaign, we ask that you consider selecting Lift For Life Academy as your Campaign gift recipient for the coming year. Please use the following code: **75158. Learn more at gatewaycfc.org.**

**In-Kind Donations**

**Foundations and Corporation**
- Adsell Companies
- American Eagle Credit Union
- American Lung Association
- American Postal Workers Union
- Atomic Cowboy
- Behavioral Health Resources
- Big Shark Bicycle Company
- BJC Healthcare - School Outreach
- BSI Constructors
- C I Select
- Casino Queen
- Clayton High School
- Commercial Fuel Sales
- Crown Valley Winery & Distillery
- Designing Debby
- Diann Cage Design Co.
- Dogtown Pizza
- Dwight Davis Tennis Center
- Edle & Mertz Hardware
- Eye Care Charity of Mid-America
- Fitz's
- Flanagan Paint & Wallpaper
- Flying Saucer Draught Emporium
- Gelateria Del Leone
- Glik's
- Goldfarb School of Nursing at Barnes-Jewish College
- Goose Island Brewery
- Hammerstone's
- Hoschild, Bloom & Company LLP
- Holten Meat
- Independent Fruit & Produce
- Jilly's Cupcakes
- John Burrough's School
- Kathleen Herring Design
- KUTO
- Loop Center North, LLC
- Madco Printing
- Mindfull Corporation
- Missouri Eating Disorders Association (MOEDA)
- The Muny
- National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
- New Belgium Brewery
- Oasis Institute
- O'Fallon Brewery
- Parents as Teachers
- PRP Wine
- Riddell
- Riverfront Times
- Saint Louis Science Center
- Sasha's on Shaw
- Slyman Brothers Appliances
- South City Preparatory School
- Specialty Mailing
- St. Louis Blues
- St. Louis Gateway District Local 8 (APWU)
- St. Louis Public Radio - KWMU
- St. Louis Walk of Fame
- The Stangen Group
- Summit Distributing
- Sweat Gym
- Tee Turtle
- Think First Missouri
- Thrive
- Trailnet
- Tyredd
- Upper Limits Indoor Rock Gym & Pro Shop
- Westminster Christian Academy
- YWCA

**Individuals**
- Henry J. Bangert and Joan Lovelace
- Jeanne Bauer
- Michael and Melissa Boulanger
- Jules and Lorraine Budd
- Richard Clark
- David and Jean Cowell
- Kristin Edmonds
- Marion Helferstay
- Laura Kent
- Mary Jo and Jerry Liberstein
- Greg Maracek
- Cathy McGrath
- Pauline K. Minogue
- Linda Morgan
- Jackie and Steve Parker
- Caleb Pultman
- Margaret Robertie
- Rick Ruderer
- Chriissy Savens
- Sally Seeger
- Avery Seidel and Bev Friedman
- Rand Shapiro
- David and Sharon Shearman
- Sam Spinn
- Evelyn Tischler
- Elizabeth and Craig Wagner
- Gina and Bill Wischmeyer

**In Memory**
- Alvin Mulos
- June Cohen
- Rosemary Goldstein
- Becky Masey
- Debbie Champion Snyder and Jeff Snyder
- Bernard and Gertrude Feldman
- Tom and Mona Kohn
- Christopher Morgan
- Linda Morgan
- Eli Stein
- Dorothy Stein
- George Miofsky
- Mary Miofsky
- Harry Johnston
- Richard and Josephine Weil
- John Mann
- Lauren Feiglin
- Helen Kornblum
- Jackie and Martin Lipsitz
- Laura Lee Scissors
- Marsha Kunin
- Libbie Kaplan
- Howard Sacks and Tanis Knelson
- Norman Klayman
- Buddy and Hadassah Lehman
- Susan Kelter
- June Cohen
- Richard Vance
- John K. Wallace, Jr. and Ellen Wallace
- Bob and Elizabeth Wood
- Allison Beth Cohen
- The Sant Foundation
- Shirley Cohen
- James and Elizabeth McDonnell
- Robert and Ellen Murray
- Edward and Dianne Murray
- Shirley Finn
- June Cohen

June Cohen
- Marshall Cohen, Susan Kelter and all students and teachers at LFLA
- Pennyl Engelsman and Jimmy Murrey
- Mel and Dorothy Leftkowitz
- Gary and Diane Zenk
- Michael Boulanger
- Jay and Catherine Boulanger (2)
- Michael Hunsicker's Birthday
- Sheila Hunsicker
- Mr. and Mrs. Gary Zenk
- Susie Charak and Norb Holt
- Mr. and Mrs. Ron Goldman
- June Cohen
- Mrs. Paula Goldman
- June Cohen
- Rob Kelter Get Well Wishes
- Avery Seidel and Bev Friedman
- Ron Goldman
- June Cohen
- Safety National Insurance Company
- Debbie Champion Snyder and Jeff Snyder
- Sarah and Todd Taylor
- Wolff & Taylor P.C.
- Shirley and Allison Cohen
- June Cohen

**Does your company have a matching gift program?**
Contact your company’s human resources department.
Thanks to our generous volunteers!
(June 1-Dec. 31, 2013)

Ted Ahrens
Anthony Alvarez
Laura Kathleen Baker
Alexandra Barrett
Jessica Basye
Elizah Becker
Laura Beckman
Tori Beckwith
Abby Bennett

Eden Ahrens
Anthony Alvarez
Laura Kathleen Baker
Alexandra Barrett
Jessica Basye
Elizah Becker
Laura Beckman
Tori Beckwith
Abby Bennett

Sanford Boxerman
Trevor Boster
Joan Bradford
Nakia Brandon
John Breen
Timmy Brinckwirth
Alexandra Brown
Michelle Brown
Eric Brown
Donna Bryant
Jack Burke
Kyle Busch
Jennifer Bush
David Carroll
Mark Carroll
Lauren Cartmell
Trystein Charles
Art Chastain
Jeff Church
Samantha Cillo
Kara Clay
Sean Cochran
Marshall Cohen
Benjamin Collinger
Randall Comfort
Amanda Conley
Tim Conway
Fran Cook
Nancy R. Coyne
Nico Cusimano
Nico Czajkowski
Kristen Dancy
Jazzmine Davis
Margaret Dempsey
Sydney Denlow
Kim Denningham
Alex DeRossi
Julie Dinkelmann
Jay Dinkelmann
Scott Dolan
Carol Dotson
Lori Eaton
Jeffrey Edwards
Ilana Engel
Emily Evans
Felicia Ezell
Katie Faust
Tami Fernandez
Flooring Systems
Alicia Floyd

Susan Ford
Wendy Freebersyser
Rita Freed
Janet French
Anna Fruits
Dane Fumigalli
Gregg Garland
Gateway Greening
Sarah Gentry
Becca Gilberg
Adrienne Gilbert
Robert Glik
Jeanne Godar-Kris
Matt Goddard
Daniel Goldberg
Marilyn Goldwater
Bob Goldwater
Kailyn Graham
Ella Gross
Stephanie Hagan
Alyssa Haines
Barry Hamilton
Alexandra Hanewinkel
Ajea Hargrave
Jacob Harland
Emily Harrod
Kate Darst Hatfield
Courtney Heise
Robyn Helferstay
Cindy Helmkamp
Amanda Hempen
Julia Woods Hill
Justin Ho
Lori Hoernis
Steve Hoernis
Martha Hoffman
Aubee Horn
Emily Huey
Henry Huyhn
Valeri Ingui
David Johnson
Katie Jones
Chin Pui Kahn
Lacee Kaufmann
Nancy Kelly
Susan Kelter
Dylan Kickham
Kevin Kickham
Kohl’s Associates in Action - Bridgeton
Kohl’s Associates in Action - Collinsville
Kohl’s Associates in Action - Creve Coeur
Kohl’s Associates in Action - Manchester
Margi Koors
Kayla Lackner
Lance Lahey
Caitlin Lee
Angie Libby
Katie Libby
Brian Liberam
Mary Jo Libermann
Anthony Lin
Susan Lintveit
Marilyn Lipman
Kimberly Livingston
Lawanda Lomax
Arianna Luther
Marylen Mann
Michele Martin
James Mason
Edwin Massie
Sarah McBride
Tom McCrackin
Josie McDonald
Cathleen McGrath
Mackenzie McMullen
Morgan Mechele
DeeDee Meyer
Missouri Department of Corrections Probation and Parole
Marilyn Morris
Stephanie A. Mudd
Claire Mullen
Diara Newsom
Dr. Katrice Noble and Sean Noble
Olivia Oswalt
Lisa Otke
Sally Owens
Callie Page
Jackie Parker
Shannon Parker
Steve Parker
Maureen Parry
Milford Peabody
Libby Perold
Carolyn Petite
Susan Planck
Sercie Porter
Roger Power
Christy Pratze
Ronnie Pratze
Bennett Pruitt
Andrea Purnell
David Ray
Hannah Rector
Jen Reed
Charles Rice
Sue Rich
Dan Ridenhour
Ridings Law Group LLC
Margaret Robert
Jeanine Roberts
Kristin Robinson
Curt Rosenthal
Rick Ruderer
Michael Sachs
Salon Service Group
Carmiella Salzberg
John Samet
Irina Scelovega
David Schenben
Alison Schreiber
Carla Scissors-Cohen
David Schlof
Kathy Schneit
David Shearman
Katie Shergen
Shawn Sheu
Teresa Shields
Debby Siegel
SIUE
SIUE Charter High School
Heather Skarha
Rachel Sleez
Julia Snow
Debbie Champion Snyder
Jeff Snyder
Mark Sophir
Michelle Spinn

Scan here to donate to LFLA.
Marilyn Lipman has volunteered for three years at LFLA.

From 9 a.m. to noon on Tuesdays and Thursdays, Marilyn Lipman helps the students in Alison Owens' math classes.

“When you explain something and he or she has got it, that’s what makes it worth it,” said Marilyn Lipman, who has helped students “get it” for three years. She wasn’t a math major in college – her degree is in elementary school education – and freely admits that she “listens along with the students when Ms. Owens gives the instruction.”

Then I just walk around the classroom and help them get started. Sometimes I go to the library with a few students to proctor a test,” she said “It’s really very fluid what I’m doing.”

“Ms. Owens is such a joy to work for. Pleasant doesn’t begin to say it, either,” she said. “She is always so welcoming to me and her students.”

Marilyn became involved with LFLA at the suggestion of her friend Lois Frank, a former LFLA volunteer.

“This is a school that is certainly concerned with the whole child,” she said. “Their nutrition, they’re picked up and brought to school, there’s extra help available if they need it. The kids are well taken care of here and they know it.”

When she’s not volunteering, Marilyn plays bridge and keeps up with current issues through Washington University’s Lifelong Learning Institute. There, she co-facilitates a weekly discussion class called “Reading The Wall Street Journal.” She also participates in a “Biology and Beyond” study group at the institute.

Thank you, Marilyn Lipman, for being a LFLA volunteer!

WAYS TO GIVE WITHOUT GIVING AND HELP LFLA

1. Target REDcard
   HOW: Register your current REDcard at target.com/teoe and designate LFLA as your donation school. It takes less than three minutes. If you go with the debit option, it will link straight to your bank account.
   WHAT LFLA GETS: When you use your REDcard, Target will donate 1% of each sale to LFLA.
   WHAT YOU GET: Use your Target credit or debit card and knock 5% off your purchase.

2. eBoxTops
   HOW: Register at boxtopsfordeducation.com, designate LFLA as your donation school. Go to “Shop & Earn” and click on a store and shop as usual. By starting here, you’ll automatically earn BoxTops for LFLA with every purchase.
   WHAT LFLA GETS: Similar to paper Box Tops, eBoxTops are worth 10 cents each, but eBoxTops add up quicker.
   PAPER BOX TOPS: This continues to be a great way for our school to raise money. When you have paper Box Tops, drop them off at the front desk.

3. Schnucks eScrip
   HOW: Call or email Jackie Parker in the LFLA Development Office at 314-402-8269 or jparker@liftforlife.org and she will mail one to you or pick one up at Schnucks. Register your card and designate LFLA as your donation school, then use the eScrip card when you’re shopping at Schnucks.
   WHAT LFLA GETS: 1% on monthly purchases up to $300.
Celebrating Success
Fashion Show and Luncheon
1 p.m. Sunday, May 4, at
The Ritz-Carlton in Clayton
Come see what our students have created in their fashion design classes.

2nd Annual Uber Asphalt
8 a.m. Saturday, July 19
It’s back! Bikes, brains and brawn rule this fun obstacle course ride around St. Louis.

High School Graduation
6 p.m. Wednesday, May 14, at
Harris-Stowe State University, 3026 Laclede Ave.